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ABSTRACT: Multiple factors have been shown to influence the assembly of sediment microbial communities. We
hypothesized that in an organically polluted aquifer, the
degree of contamination controls bacterial distribution patterns, superimposing other selective forces such as sediment and mineral properties. Groundwater and sediment
samples were analyzed from distinct zones of a petroleum
hydrocarbon contaminated sandy aquifer that correspond
to different degrees of contamination: Zone 1, with a high
concentration of dissolved contaminants (benzene, toluene,
ethylbenzene, and xylenes); Zone 2, with high concentrations of sediment-bound polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
(PAHs); and Zone 3, with only minor PAH contamination.
Sediment analysis concentrated on 2 mineral fractions differing in many sediment properties, i.e. translucent quartz
(TQ) and mica. Sediment bacterial communities were analyzed by DNA fingerprinting (terminal restriction fragment
length polymorphism) and total cell counts. While Zone 1
exhibited highly similar communities on TQ and mica, the
selective sorption of PAHs to mica revealed sediment bacterial communities with hardly any taxonomic units shared
in Zone 2. Typical selective forces active in sediments of
oligotrophic habitats, such as sediment mineral content
and surface roughness, only gained influence in Zone 3.
Similarly, the least contamination revealed the most pronounced differences in Shannon diversity, evenness, and
total cell counts between the mineral fractions tested, with
mica characterized by highest biomass and bacterial diversity. The role of contamination as a selective force is also
underlined by the zone-specific dominance of key microbes
involved in petroleum hydrocarbon degradation. Our results demonstrate that typical selective forces shaping
aquifer sediment microbial communities are outcompeted
by organic contamination.
*Corresponding author: griebler@helmholtz-muenchen.de

Microbial community assemblages and cell densities are
determined by organic contamination rather than mineral properties.
Image: Christian Griebler & Clemens Karwautz
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INTRODUCTION
The majority of prokaryotic cells in aquifers are
found attached to the sediment surface, while
only a minor portion (0.01 to 10%) are freely
floating in the pore water (Alfreider et al. 1997,
Geesey 2001, Griebler et al. 2002, Zhou et al.
2012). Numerous abiotic and biotic factors drive
the colonization of sediment surfaces and the
© The authors 2016. Open Access under Creative Commons
by Attribution Licence. Use, distribution and reproduction are
unrestricted. Authors and original publication must be credited.
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subsequent composition of communities as well as
the distribution of cells between the pore water and
the solid phase (Reardon et al. 2004, Fazi et al. 2008,
Kanzog & Ramette 2009, Augspurger et al. 2010,
Flynn et al. 2013, Rizoulis et al. 2013). In habitats
poor in nutrients and/or organic carbon, sediment
surfaces have frequently been suggested to be
attractive habitats for microbes since they are offering access to limiting elements contained in the
minerals (Banfield & Hamers 1997, Bennett et al.
2000, 2001, Rogers & Bennett 2004, Boyd et al. 2007,
Mauck & Roberts 2007, Carson et al. 2009, Gadd
2010). Indeed, surfaces are sites of adsorption of
organic molecules and thus may provide a reservoir
of organic matter under limiting conditions (Bakker
et al. 2003). Besides the mineral composition and
accumulation of organic carbon, various other properties of sediments may play an important role in
bacterial colonization, with, for example, grain size
and shape influencing microbial community composition (Nickels et al. 1981, Llobet-Brossa et al. 1998,
Edwards & Rutenberg 2001, Köster et al. 2005).
Rough surfaces providing a higher surface area
encourage bacterial settlement more strongly than
smooth surfaces (Dubois et al. 2010). In this context,
a point of discussion is that cells colonizing fissures
and depressions at surfaces are protected from
direct shear forces as well as from direct protozoan
grazing (Kölbel-Boelke & Hirsch 1989). The same is
argued for the embedment of individual cells in biofilms. Hydrodynamic conditions are thus another
key factor influencing the colonization of surfaces in
water (Augspurger et al. 2010).
Suspended and attached prokaryotic communities
in aquifers differ not only in terms of cell numbers but
in other ways as well. Early research demonstrated
that attached populations may exhibit distinct cell
morphology (Hirsch et al. 1992) and physiology (Kölbel-Boelke & Hirsch 1989, Hirsch 1992, Watnick &
Kolter 2000). More recently, it has been confirmed
that suspended and attached prokaryotic communities most often show striking differences also in community composition (Reardon et al. 2004, Flynn et al.
2008, 2013, Griebler & Lueders 2009, Anneser et al.
2010, Rizoulis et al. 2013, Hug et al. 2015). The factors
responsible include those mentioned above as well as
additional ones such as the chemical composition of
the groundwater, substrate, and electron acceptor
availability, the redox conditions and, explicitly, the
impact of contaminants (Griebler & Lueders 2009, Rizoulis et al. 2013). All of these factors act as selective
forces on the prokaryotic communities dwelling on
the sediment surfaces. To date, only a few studies

have taken a comparative look at the importance of
individual driving forces governing the characteristics of sediment prokaryotic communities.
Here, we tested the working hypothesis that high
concentrations of organic pollutants such as petroleum hydrocarbons act as a dominant selective force
on the prokaryotic communities attached to sediment surfaces, being toxic for some of their members while providing others with a source of carbon
and energy (Heider 2007, Foght 2008). We propose
that at high contaminant concentrations, other selective factors such as sediment and mineral properties
as well as physical−chemical conditions are of comparatively minor influence but become more relevant once contaminant concentrations become low.
We analyzed sediments from an organically polluted
aquifer exposed to different concentrations of petroleum hydrocarbons. Samples were collected from
Zone 1, with high concentrations of contaminants,
i.e. monoaromatic (benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene,
and xylenes [BTEX]) and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), both dissolved in the groundwater
and adsorbed to the sediment matrix; Zone 2, dominated by adsorbed contaminants but poor in dissolved contaminants; and Zone 3, with only a low
PAH background adsorbed to the sediment. Detailed investigations involved qualitative and quantitative analyses of the bacterial communities and
concentrated exemplarily on 2 very different types
of minerals contained in the natural Quaternary
sandy sediment, namely particles of translucent
quartz (TQ) with smooth surfaces and rough black
mica grains.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Field site and sampling of groundwater and
sediments
Groundwater and sediments were collected at a
former gasworks site in Düsseldorf-Flingern, Germany. The Quaternary shallow sandy aquifer, contaminated over several decades with tar oil and
residues of gasification of coal, today, after individual
remediation activities, harbors a vertically thin plume
of aromatic hydrocarbons dissolved in groundwater
consisting mainly of BTEX and naphthalene. Additionally, PAHs are locally distinct and found adsorbed
to the sediment matrix (Fig. 1) (Anneser et al. 2008,
2010).
Water samples for the analysis of dissolved organic contaminants and water chemistry were col-
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Groundwater analyses

Groundwater was withdrawn
simultaneously from the 3 sama
b
c
pling depths, collected in 100 ml
glass bottles, and processed imme6
6
6
diately for measuring electric conductivity, pH, and redox potential
Zone 1
(EH) as well as for the analysis of
7
7
7
Zone 2
dissolved iron and sulfide species,
which were quantified on-site.
8
8
8
Samples for the measurement of
major anions and cations were
cooled and analyzed back in the
9
9
9
lab via ion chromatography (Dionex DC-100).
10
10
10
Groundwater samples dedicated
to the analysis of dissolved monoZone 3
and polycyclic aromatic hydrocar11
11
11
bons were immediately split to
BTEX
Naphthalene
glass vials of different volumes and
12
12
12
treated with NaOH (0.1 M final
concentration) to stop biological
Fig. 1. Vertical distribution of (a) monoaromatic hydrocarbons (benzene, toluene,
activity before being closed tightly.
ethylbenzene, and xylenes [BTEX]) and naphthalene in groundwater (gw), (b) sum
Later, BTEX concentrations were
of USEPA polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (EPA-PAHs) sorbed to the sediment
measured via GC-MS by head(sed) matrix, and (c) total number of prokaryotic cells attached to the sediments at
the test site in Düsseldorf-Flingern, Germany. Stars depict values of total cell
space analysis. The less volatile
counts in natural (mixed) sediment samples obtained after reprocessing samples
PAHs were extracted from 13 ml
from the 3 selected depths (6.80 to 6.85, 7.20 to 7.25, and 10.65 to 10.70 m below
groundwater samples by adding
land surface [bls]); for further explanation, refer to text. Values are means ± SD
500 µl of cyclohexane and shaking
intensively for 60 min. Contamilected using a special high-resolution multi-level
nant concentrations in the cyclohexane phase were
well. Fresh sediment samples were obtained by
then determined by GC-MS via liquid injection.
drilling. Sediment cores were subsampled under a
Detailed protocols are given in Anneser et al. (2008,
continuous stream of argon gas. A detailed descrip2010).
tion of groundwater and sediment sampling is
described in Anneser et al. (2008). The samples processed for this study originated from a survey in
Analysis of sediment samples
June 2009 and represent 3 zones of different contamination. Zone 1 was located at the time of samSediments from 3 depths were immediately propling within the plume of dissolved contaminants
cessed for different subsequent analyses. Samples for
(BTEX and naphthalene) at a depth between 6.80
community profiling and later mineralogical characand 6.85 m below land surface (bls) (Fig. 1, Table 1).
terization were shock frozen on dry ice, while samZone 2 (at 7.20 to 7.25 m bls) represents an area
ples for cell counts were fixed with glutardialdehyde
characterized by low concentrations of BTEX but
(2.5% final conc.). Concentrations of contaminants
high concentrations of PAHs adsorbed to the sediwere determined from sediments after extraction
ment (Fig. 1, Table 1). Zone 3, at 10.65 to 10.70 m
(see section below).
bls, was located beneath the highly contaminated
area, with BTEX compounds below detection and
low background concentrations of PAHs (Fig. 1,
Analysis of sediment contaminant content
Table 1). Further biogeochemical characteristics of
groundwater from the individual depths are sumPAHs adsorbed to the sediment were extracted
marized in Table 1.
with acetone at the presence of an internal standard
0
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Table 1. Selected biogeochemical features of groundwater and
sediment at 3 selected zones of varying contamination in a tar oil
contaminated aquifer in Düsseldorf-Flingern, Germany. Depths of
sediment origin are not absolute but may vary ± 2.5 cm. Thus,
groundwater features in the case of Zones 1 and 2 represent mean
values of 2 depths and in the case of Zone 3 refer to values obtained for a depth of 11.20 m below land surface. EH: redox potential; EC: electric conductivity; Fe(II): ferrous iron; DOC: dissolved
organic carbon; BTEX: benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and
xylenes; EPA-PAHs: USEPA polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons;
nd: not detected
Parameter

Zone 1
Zone 2
Zone 3
6.80−6.85 m 7.20−7.25 m 10.65−10.70 m

Groundwater
Cells ml−1 × 106
EH (mV)
EC (µS cm−1)
Alkalinity (mEq l−1)
Nitrate (mg l−1)
Sulfate (mg l−1)
Sulfide (mg l−1)
Fe(II) (mg l−1)
DOC (mg l−1)
Benzene (mg l−1)
Toluene (mg l−1)
Ethylbenzene (mg l−1)
m/p-xylene (mg l−1)
o-xylene (mg l−1)
BTEX total (mg l−1)
Dibenzofuran (mg l−1)
Naphthalene (mg l−1)
Indane (mg l−1)
Indene (mg l−1)
Fluorene (mg l−1)
Acenaphthene (mg l−1)
EPA-PAHs (mg l−1)

1.14
−80
1160
9.5
0.04
171
5.1
1.1
8.3
0.04
4
0.3
1.1
0.4
6.3
0.5
1.9
0.2
0.04
0.03
0.9
4.8

Sediment
Cells g−1 sediment wet
6.9
wt × 107
Naphthalene (mg kg−1) 11.7
Acenaphthene (mg kg−1) 3.3
0.6
Fluorene (mg kg−1)
EPA-PAHs (mg kg−1)
15.6

3.61
−45
1240
8.5
nd
240
0.2
0.2
3.85
0.01
0.08
0.008
0.003
0.003
0.1
0.2
0.008
nd
nd
nd
0.6
0.5

0.5
−44
1170
8.4
nd
288
nd
3.4
2.5
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
0.07
0.05

1.6−2.2

0.21

18.7
15.3
20.6
54.6

0.03
nd
1.7
1.7

transferred to a sterile Petri dish of 6 cm diameter
containing sterile phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)
buffer (10 mM). Sorting was carried out using a
sterile spatula and forceps under a stereo microscope, with the Petri dish being placed on an aluminum cooling block. For the following experiments, 4 fractions of sediment were considered: (1)
natural mixed sediments; (2) TQ grains; (3) mica
grains; and (4) the remaining sediment (sediment
fraction after the majority of TQ and mica was
removed by sorting; this sediment fraction was then
mainly composed of coated quartz grains and a
small content of silt and clay) (see Fig. S1 in the
Supplement at www.int-res.com/articles/suppl/a076
p243_supp.pdf). After sorting, the fractions were
transferred into separate 1.5 ml Eppendorf tubes
and stored either in a solution of glutardialdehyde (2% final conc.) for total cell counting or at
−22°C for community analysis and mineral
characterization.

Sediment surface area and roughness
TQ and mica particles were chosen because of
their strongly differing properties. Quartz grains
were characterized by flat, smooth surfaces, while
the surfaces of mica particles were comparably
rough (Fig. S1). The surface area of both mica and
quartz particles has been calculated using the equation for the external specific surface area as described in Dubois et al. (2010). The roughness factor
was 34 for quartz and 126 for mica, as stated in
Suarez & Wood (1998).

Sediment elemental composition
mixture containing deuterated acenaphthene, chrysene, perylene, and phenanthrene species (Internal
Standards Mix 25, Dr. Ehrenstorfer). Aromatic
hydrocarbons were determined with GC-MS, applying the settings as described in Anneser et al.
(2010).

Sorting of sediment mineral fractions
The samples from the 3 selected depths mainly
consisted of medium sand with a diameter of 0.2 to
0.63 mm. For sorting, frozen (dedicated to DNA
extraction and mineral characterization) and fixed
sediments (dedicated to total cell counting) were

After drying of sediment particles, the elemental
composition of individual grains was determined by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) in combination
with energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDX)
using a Leo 1450 VP SEM equipped with an
Oxford INCA Energy 200 Premium Si (Li) super
atmospheric thin window detector. An acceleration
voltage of 20 kV and a probe current of 221 pA
were used. X-ray spectra for quantification were
acquired on flat parts in the center of the grains
to avoid artifacts from sample topography. At
least 10 spectra of individual particles were
measured for each sample type. Elemental quantification was done using the Oxford INCA software package.
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Cell detachment and total cell counting
To detach the cells, 0.1 to 0.5 g of the sorted sediment was transferred into a 2 ml Eppendorf tube. If
less than 0.5 g of sediment was chosen or available,
sterile quartz grains were added to a final weight of
0.5 g. Subsequently, 1.5 ml of 10 mM PBS was added
to each sample before they were placed on a swing
mill (Retsch) and shaken for 3 min at 20 Hz (Bayer et
al. 2016). After 5 min of sedimentation, the supernatant (ca. 1.5 ml) was carefully transferred into
ultra-centrifuge tubes on top of 5 ml cold Nycodenz
solution (1.3 g ml−1). This mechanical dislodgement
step was repeated so that the total volume in the
ultra-centrifuge tubes finally equaled 8 ml. Samples
were centrifuged at 11 000 rpm (15 500 × g) and 4°C
for 1 h. Subsequently, the top 6.5 ml of each tube containing the cells but no additional larger inorganic
particles was transferred to test tubes containing 5 ml
sterile filtered 10 mM PBS and 15 µl of the nucleic
acid stain Sybr-Green I (1000×, Molecular Probes).
After brief vortexing and incubation for 15 min at
room temperature in darkness, samples were filtered
through a 0.2 µm black polycarbonate filter (⭋ 25 mm,
Whatman), embedded in anti-fading reagents (50%
glycerol in 20 mM phosphate buffer and 0.1% pphenylenediamine), and placed on a microscope
slide. A minimum of 500 cells per sample was counted
under the epifluorescence microscope (Zeiss Axioscope) at 1000× magnification.

DNA extraction and community fingerprinting
DNA extraction from aquifer sediment (both sorted
fractions and natural sediment) and terminal restriction fragment length polymorphism (T-RFLP) analysis were performed as described in Winderl et al.
(2008) and Pilloni et al. (2011). Data evaluation was
performed as reported elsewhere (Pilloni et al. 2012,
Larentis et al. 2013). Data from 454 pyrosequencing
as conducted in previous studies at this site (Winderl
et al. 2008, Anneser et al. 2010, Pilloni et al. 2012,
Larentis et al. 2013) were used to assign the most
common terminal restriction fragments (T-RFs) to
specific taxonomic groups. Briefly, forward and
reverse quality-trimmed pyrosequencing reads were
assembled into short contigs (up to ~500 bp) using
the software Seqman II (DNAStar). Contigs were
then aligned into an ARB (Ludwig et al. 2004) database (version SSURef-95, July 2008), and T-RFs of
amplicon contigs were predicted using arb_edit4.
Deviations between predicted and measured T-RFs
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were eventually handled by referring to our previously analyzed cloned amplicons from the same contaminated site (Winderl et al. 2008). For community
fingerprinting of the TQ and mica fractions, we were
unfortunately not able to analyze biological replicates but only technical replicates (duplicates and
occasionally triplicates) because of the limited material available after sorting. Earlier studies on sediments from the same sites showed a low variability
within biological replicates and a high reproducibility of technical replicates with our T-RFLP protocol
(Pilloni et al. 2012). Moreover, key degrader populations identified match well with the findings from
earlier studies (Winderl et al. 2008, Anneser et al.
2010, Larentis et al. 2013).

Data preparation and statistical analysis
An unconstrained correspondence analysis was
used to analyze the community composition of the 6
different samples (mica and quartz in the 3 different
zones). The dominant T-RFs with a relative abundance
higher than 5% in at least one of the samples were
picked, resulting in 17 T-RFs. In this analysis,
distances between objects (samples) are preserved;
therefore, distances between samples represent their
similarity. Environmental vectors were fitted onto this
ordination using the envfit function provided in the
vegan package (Oksanen et al. 2013) implemented in
the open-source platform R (version 3.1.0). Individual
contaminants were summarized into the categories
BTEX (benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, m-/p-xylene,
and o-xylene), PAHs in water (naphthalene, dibenzofuran, fluorine, and acenaphthene), and PAHs adsorbed to the sediment (naphthalene, acenaphthene,
and fluorene). The significance of the fitted vectors
was assessed using 720 permutations, setting the
alpha level to 0.05.
A principal component analysis (PCA) was used to
elucidate the main environmental variables separating the different samples. The variables (as described
above) were standardized to z-scores.
Venn diagrams were drawn to show overlapping
and unique T-RFs. Information on the abundance
was transformed to presence−absence data, and TRFs of the 3 different zones were compared regarding their appearance on one of the 4 different sediment fractions (mica, TQ, remaining sediment, and
natural mixed sediment).
Differences between individual samples and treatments were evaluated using a rank sum test (MannWhitney U-test).
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RESULTS

Table 2. Mineral composition of sediment samples from 3
different depths

Distribution of contaminants and overall
physicochemical conditions

Total counts (cells g–1 sed)

1
2
3

Translucent Mica Clay
Laminated
quartz (%) (%) slate (%) quartz (%)

6.80−6.85
7.20−7.25
10.65−10.70

3.0×108

10.4
14.1
11.1

10%

1%

Mineralogical examination of the selected sediments revealed a high content of quartz, with 10
to 14% of TQ grains and 74 to 77% of quartz particles coated with reddish and greenish precipitate;
12 to 15% of the sediments were clay and silt par-

12
12
15

76.6
73.9
74

14%
0.1%

11%

0.1%

2.0×108
89%

86%

89%

1.0×108

Shannon diversity (H')

3

2

1

0
1

0.5

0

Zone 1
Zone 2
6.80–6.85 m 7.20–7.25 m
BTEX/PAHs BTEX/PAHs
high/med
low/high
Remaining sediment

Mineral composition of sediments

1
0.1
0.1

0.0

Evenness (E)

The environmental conditions in the 3 zones of the
organically contaminated aquifer investigated were
significantly different in many respects. Zone 1 was
characterized by comparably high concentrations of
BTEX and PAHs dissolved in groundwater, with concentrations of 6.3 and 4.8 mg l−1, respectively (Table 1,
Fig. 1). Values obtained for BTEX and PAHs match
well with the 8.3 mg l−1 of dissolved organic carbon
(DOC) when considering that part of the very volatile
contaminants get lost during DOC measurement.
PAHs adsorbed to the sediment accounted for 15.6 mg
kg−1 sediment (wet wt), with 75% represented by
naphthalene (Table 1). Zone 1 was highly reduced
(EH = −80 mV) and exhibited strong evidence for
active sulfate and iron reduction, indicated by the
concentrations of dissolved sulfide (5.1 mg l−1) and
ferrous iron (1.1 mg l−1) (Table 1).
Zone 2 was characterized by considerably lower
concentrations of dissolved contaminants, with only
0.1 mg l−1 of BTEX and 1 mg l−1 of PAHs. However,
this zone contained 54.6 mg kg−1 sediment (wet wt) of
PAHs adsorbed to the matrix, almost equally composed of naphthalene, acenaphthene, and fluorene
(Table 1, Fig. 1). Concentrations of dissolved sulfide
and ferrous iron were both in the range of 0.2 mg l−1,
and the redox potential increased to EH = −45 mV
when compared to Zone 1 (Table 1).
Zone 3 was located 3.5 to 4 m vertically distant
from Zones 1 and 2 outside the main area of contamination. Still, a minor PAH background of 1.7 mg kg−1
sediment (wet wt) (mainly fluorene) adsorbed to the
sediment was present. Monoaromatic hydrocarbons
were below the detection limit, and PAHs dissolved
in groundwater accounted for less than 0.1 mg l−1
(Table 1). While no sulfide was found in dissolved
form, there was evidence for active iron reduction
from ferrous iron concentrations of 3.4 mg l−1. The
redox potential was similar to the one measured in
Zone 2 (Table 1).

Zone Depth
(m)

Zone 3
10.65–10.70 m
BTEX/PAHs
no/low

Translucent quartz

Mica

Fig. 2. Total cell counts, Shannon diversity (H’), and evenness (E) of bacterial communities attached to different sediment (sed) mineral fractions from 3 zones of varying contamination in a sandy aquifer contaminated with petroleum
hydrocarbons. Pie charts refer to the relative abundance of
the sediment mineral fractions. BTEX: benzene, toluene,
ethylbenzene, and xylenes; PAH: polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
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ticles (Table 2). A small fraction of 0.1 to 1% of the
sediments was constituted by dark mica particles
(Table 2, Fig. 2). Only minor changes in sediment
composition were observed with depth, i.e. the
highest mica fraction was found in Zone 1, while
Zone 2 contained a slightly higher fraction of TQ
(Table 2, Fig. 2).
The SEM-EDX analysis of the quartz fraction revealed a general elemental composition (mass percentage) of O (63 to 69%), Si (26 to 33%), and Al at a
mass proportion of 0.8 to 1.3% in the TQ and 1.3 to
3.3% in the coated quartz. Iron was a significant element in the fraction of coated quartz, with 7% in Zone
1, 3% in Zone 2, and trace concentrations (0.1%) in
Zone 3. The TQ fraction contained Fe only at very low
concentrations. Both quartz fractions contained traces
of Ca, K, and Mg. The elemental analysis of the mica
fraction revealed an elemental composition (mass percentage) of O (54 to 63%), Si (22 to 27%), Fe (3 to 11%),
Al (5 to 7%), K (0.7 to 2.4%), Na (0.5 to 1.8%), Ca (0.1
to 1.2%), Mg (0.5 to 0.7%), and traces of Mn, P, S, and
Ti, a composition that very much refers to biotite.
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Table 3. Relative abundance of cells with different sediment
mineral fractions
Zone

1
2
3

Depth
(m)

Translucent
quartz (%)

6.80−6.85
7.20−7.25
10.65−10.70

19.2
7.4
9.5

Mica
Remaining
(%) sediment (%)a
2.7
0.5
1.2

78.1
92.1
89.3

a

Cell numbers and relative abundance of cells calculated
based on direct counts with translucent quartz, mica,
and natural mixed sediment samples

0.01, n1 = n2 = 3). The mica fraction of Zone 3 contained more than 7 times the cells counted in other
fractions (Fig. 2). However, because of the low overall content of mica in the natural sediments, the generally higher cell numbers with the mica fraction represented only a small portion of the total cells in the
natural sediments (Table 3).

Bacterial community patterns
Sediment total cell numbers
For the samples immediately fixed after sediment
drilling, highest cell counts were found in Zone 1 (6.9
× 107 cells g−1 sediment wet wt), followed by Zone 2
(1.6 to 2.2 × 107 cells g−1 sediment wet wt) and Zone 3
(2.1 × 106 cells g−1 sediment wet wt) (Fig. 1). Water
samples revealed a different picture, with highest
counts in Zone 2, followed by Zone 1 and Zone 3
(Table 1). Sediment samples reprocessed for the
present study, i.e. being influenced by the sorting
procedure in PBS buffer, exhibited slightly different
to significantly different values for total counts in the
natural mixed fractions (Figs. 1 & 2). While the numbers of attached cells agreed fairly well for samples of
Zones 1 and 2, total counts in the reprocessed mixed
sediment samples from Zone 3 revealed 10-fold
higher cell numbers than determined in the parent
samples. With regard to the individual mineral fractions, highest cell counts were always obtained for
mica, independently of depth and degree of contamination (Fig. 2). The lowest cell numbers were always
found with the TQ fraction (Fig. 2). A Mann-Whitney
U-test revealed that in Zone 1, there was no significant difference between the cell abundance on TQ
and the mixed sediment fraction (mainly coated
quartz) (p = 0.85, n1 = n2 = 3), while all other pairwise
comparisons between individual sediment/mineral
fractions were different by trend from each other (p =

Both bacterial Shannon diversity and evenness
were slightly higher in Zone 1 than in Zones 2 and 3,
the only exception being the diversity of the mica in
Zone 3 (Fig. 2). In both Zone 1 (which contained a
high amount BTEX and naphthalene) and Zone 2
(which contained a high amount of adsorbed PAHs),
the diversity was quite similar on all 3 mineral fractions analyzed; however, in Zone 3, where hardly any
contaminants were found, the highest diversity could
be found on the mica fraction, while the community
on the TQ showed a lower overall diversity (Fig. 2).
Likewise, Zone 1 revealed a roughly equal evenness
with all 3 mineral fractions, whereas Zone 2 revealed
the highest evenness on the remaining sediment
fraction, and Zone 3 revealed a slightly higher evenness for the mica fraction (Fig. 2).
Although few differences were observed with
regard to the bacterial diversity, the bacterial community composition, as analyzed by DNA fingerprinting, revealed significant differences between
the sediments from the 3 investigated zones (Fig. 3).
In total, 113 distinct T-RFs were obtained, with 14
appearing exclusively in Zone 1, 48 exclusively in
Zone 2, and 30 solely in Zone 3. Only 7% of all
operational taxonomic units (OTUs) were commonly
present in the 3 zones. The share of OTUs between
individual zones was small, ranging from 3 to 5%
(Fig. S2 in the Supplement at www.int-res.com/
articles/suppl/a076p243_supp.pdf). Looking in more
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tions. However, as can be seen from the
correspondence analysis, the TQ community was quite similar to the TQ and
mica fractions in Zone 3 (Fig. 4; see
below).
The most dominant OTUs were represented by the T-RFs 130, 140, 147,
148, 159, 160, 171, 201, 228, 488, and
492 bp (Fig. 3). The T-RFs 130, 159
(possibly together with 160), and
228 bp are related to known key degraders in the contaminated aquifer,
i.e. bacteria affiliated to Geobacter
spp., Desulfobulbaceae (e.g. Desulfocapsa spp.), and clostridial sulphate
reducers (Desulfosporosinus spp.),
respectively. The T-RFs 130 and 228
were found exclusively restricted to
Zone 1. T-RF 159 (and together with
160) exhibited its highest relative
abundance in Zone 1 but has been
Fig. 3. Relative abundance of dominant operational taxonomic units found
found abundant in the bacterial comwith the different sediment mineral fractions from 3 zones of varying contammunity on TQ in Zone 2 as well
ination in a sandy aquifer contaminated with petroleum hydrocarbons. Val(Fig. 3). T-RF 492 bp, affiliated to
ues highlighted in individual pillars refer to specific terminal restriction fragPseudomonas spp., was found in all 3
ments. Nat. Sed.: natural mixed sediment; TQ: translucent quartz; R. Sed.:
remaining sediment
different zones of the aquifer but did
not show up in the mica fraction
in Zone 3. T-RF 488 bp, affiliated to members of
detail into the composition of the bacterial communithe Comamonadaceae, was present only in Zones
ties with respect to the selected mineral fractions
2 and 3, most prominently on the TQ fraction (Fig.
exhibited very distinct patterns for the 3 zones. While
3). T-RF 147 was mainly found in Zone 2, and Tin Zone 1 the selected mineral fractions, i.e. TQ,
RFs 140, 201, and 492 were dominant in Zone 3
mica, and remaining sediment (coated quartz plus
(Fig. 4). More detailed information on the affiliation
silt and clay), shared 55% of all OTUs, only 18% of
of T-RFs to specific bacterial lineages is provided
OTUs were common in Zone 3, and no OTUs were
in Pilloni et al. (2012) and Larentis et al. (2013).
commonly present in Zone 2 (Fig. S3 in the Supplement at www.int-res.com/articles/suppl/a076p243
_supp.pdf). In Zone 2, the TQ fraction hardly shared
BTEX Alkalinity
228212
PAH w S2– 129
any community members with the other mineral fracSi

159

Ca

P
Fe

CA2 31.3 %

Fig. 4. Correspondence analysis (CA) plot evaluating sediment bacterial fingerprinting data together with sediment
and mineral properties as well as the physical−chemical
characteristics of groundwater. Open symbols refer to the
translucent quartz fraction, and black symbols refer to the
mica fraction. Small dots represent specific operational taxonomic units, with numbers referring to the respective terminal restriction fragment length in base pairs. BTEX: sum of
benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylenes; PAH: polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (in water [W] or on sediment
[S]); S2−: dissolved hydrogen sulfide; DOC: dissolved organic
carbon; EH: redox potential; SO42−: dissolved sulfate; Bac: total prokaryotic cell counts (in water [W] or on sediment [S]);
EC: electric conductivity; Fe(II): ferrous iron dissolved in
groundwater; all other letters stand for chemical elements
identified during mineral analysis
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Selective drivers of sediment bacterial
community patterns
To compare the similarity between the bacterial
communities in the sediment fractions TQ and mica
of the 3 zones and to evaluate major drivers of bacterial community composition with regard to physicochemical conditions, contaminant chemistry, and
mineral composition, individual multivariate analyses were performed. A PCA revealed a separation of
the different TQ and mica fractions from the individual zones (depths) governed mainly by the contaminant loading, total amount of DOC, dissolved hydrogen sulfide, and alkalinity (vertical axis in the PCA
plot; Fig. S4 in the Supplement at www.int-res.com/
articles/suppl/a076p243_supp.pdf). The 2 mineral
fractions separated from each other (horizontal direction in the PCA plot) by their different mineral composition and surface roughness. A subsequent correspondence analysis revealed attached bacterial
communities from TQ and mica closely clustering
together in Zone 1 with respect to bacterial community composition (Fig. 4). Key environmental factors
associated were again the concentrations of dissolved contaminants (BTEX and PAHs) as well as sulfide, total DOC, and alkalinity (Fig. 4). Samples from
Zones 2 and 3 were clearly distant to the samples
from Zone 1. Highest dissimilarity within communities between the 2 selected sediment fractions TQ
and mica were observed with Zone 2, with the high
concentration of adsorbed PAHs being the major
driver, as indicated by the correspondence analysis.

DISCUSSION
A multitude of factors may contribute to the selective assembly of microbial communities on sediment
surfaces including physical−chemical factors, sediment properties, resource availability, hydrodynamics, and the local and regional pool of diversity
(Griebler & Lueders 2009, Augspurger et al. 2010,
Lindström & Langenheder 2012, Stegen et al. 2012).
Organic contaminants, such as petroleum hydrocarbons, are a carbon and energy source to a subset of
the natural microbial community while being toxic to
others. Moreover, a high load of organics switches
aquifers from oxidized to reduced conditions. As
such, petroleum hydrocarbons are considered key
drivers of microbial community composition and
dynamics (Vecht et al. 1988, del Castillo & Ramos
2007, Bombach et al. 2010, Meckenstock & Mouttaki
2011, Meckenstock et al. 2015). Groundwater ecosys-
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tems, in particular, are generally considered low-productivity systems characterized by comparably stable
environmental conditions. As such, organic contamination may constitute an ecosystem disturbance with
more pronounced effects to the intrinsic communities
than in other more productive and dynamic habitats
(Griebler & Lueders 2009). In our study, we specifically investigated the influence of organic contamination, i.e. BTEX and PAHs, and water chemistry in
comparison to individual sediment properties, such
as mineral composition and surface roughness, onto
the composition and cell density of attached microbial communities in a shallow sandy aquifer. Our
working hypothesis assumed that sediment properties are indeed active selective factors shaping sediment microbial community patterns but are superimposed by organic contaminants at high loadings.
The shallow sandy aquifer at the former gasworks
site in Düsseldorf-Flingern, Germany, was heavily
contaminated locally by subsurface disposal of tar oil
several decades ago (Anneser et al. 2008). Still,
petroleum hydrocarbons, i.e. mainly monoaromatic
(BTEX) and PAHs, partition from the contaminant
source into groundwater and form a contaminant
plume (Anneser et al. 2008, Prommer et al. 2009,
Meckenstock et al. 2010). With respect to the contamination, we distinguished 3 zones in the vertical
direction within the shallow aquifer, a zone of highly
contaminated groundwater (Zone 1), a zone with
high concentrations of contaminants adsorbed to the
sediment matrix (Zone 2), and a zone with only minor
contamination (Zone 3) (Fig. 1). Microbial community
composition investigated in natural (mixed) aquifer
sediments collected from different zones and depths
of the respective aquifer has been studied in earlier
work with respect to key contaminant degraders
(Winderl et al. 2008, Pilloni et al. 2011, 2012, Larentis
et al. 2013), redox gradients (Anneser et al. 2008,
2010), and sulfur cycling (Einsiedl et al. 2015). Here,
we specifically evaluate individual selective forces
responsible for shaping sediment microbial community composition and biomass including organic contamination and water chemistry. Moreover, two very
different mineral fractions, i.e. TQ and mica, were
selected and sorted from the natural sediments to test
for the influence of sediment properties.
It was striking that the attached bacterial communities from the different depths of the contaminated
aquifer face very different environmental conditions
that actively shape the composition of the attached
bacterial communities. Only 7% of all OTUs were
found in common with the different zones. This core
microbiome consisting of 8 T-RFs (140, 147, 148, 159,
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160, 201, 492, 509) displayed opposing abundances.
T-RF 159 was most abundant in Zone 1, whereas TRF 147 was mainly found in Zone 2, and T-RFs 140,
201, and 492 were dominant in Zone 3 (Figs. 3 & 4). In
Zone 1, exhibiting high concentrations of petroleum
hydrocarbons (BTEX and PAHs) and dissolved
hydrogen sulfide in groundwater as well as a considerable concentration of PAHs adsorbed to the sediment matrix, the organic contamination superimposed all other factors potentially contributing to the
assembly of sediment bacterial communities. The
share of 58% of OTUs between the TQ and the mica
fraction accounted for the highest similarity in community composition when compared to the other
zones (Fig. S3 in the Supplement). Moreover, bacterial Shannon diversity and evenness were not significantly different, and the 2 different minerals carried
a similar number of attached cells per gram sediment. This changed completely in Zone 2, where,
with a share of only 3% of OTUs, the 2 mineral fractions were characterized by 2 completely different
bacterial communities. The mica community especially separated from all others, mainly driven by the
high concentration of PAHs adsorbed to the sediment. This selectivity was reflected by the high number of OTUs (42%) that were found exclusively in
Zone 2. Here, it needs to be considered that petroleum hydrocarbons show a lower sorption to quartz
than to mica (Kleineidam et al. 1999a,b, Müller et al.
2007). Additionally, already at a low sediment organic carbon (OC) content, PAHs effectively sorb to
surfaces, with mica, the iron-coated quartz, and silt
and clay significantly exceeding the OC content of
TQ (Müller et al. 2007, Anneser et al. 2010). It thus
can be assumed that the PAH loading was much
higher on mica and the remaining sediment fraction
(sediment that was depleted in TQ and mica) than on
the TQ. And, indeed, between the mica fraction and
the remaining sediment fraction, a significantly
higher share of OTUs (27%) was found. These facts
clearly point to adsorbed PAHs being the main driver
for bacterial community composition in Zone 2.
Opposite to what was expected for Zone 3, with its
minor contamination, the pronounced differences in
attached bacterial community composition, with a
share of only 26% of OTUs, could not be explained
by sediment properties. In fact, mineral composition
and surface roughness only had a low and non-significant explanatory power in the correspondence
analysis using the post hoc analysis envfit. While the
correspondence analysis shows the high similarity of
the samples in Zone 1, sharing several key taxa,
which can be explained by the high levels of contam-

ination, it also indicates that bacterial communities
on mica were highly different in the 3 zones. In comparison, the OTUs found on TQ did not separate as
much in the ordination plot. TQ samples from Zones
2 and 3 differed only marginally. This clearly indicates distinct drivers that influence the community
composition on mica and TQ.
Within each of the 3 zones tested, the total numbers
of attached cells were always highest on the mica
fractions and lowest on the TQ, indicating that surface roughness and thus specific surface area do play
a role in microbial colonization of sediments. This difference in cell numbers with TQ and mica was small,
although of borderline significance, in Zones 1 and 2,
with their high contamination, but well pronounced
in Zone 3 (Fig. 2). A positive relationship between
bacterial cell numbers and sediment surface area
has been observed in many other studies (Meadows
& Anderson 1968, Dale 1974, Nickels et al. 1981,
DeFlaun & Mayer 1983).
The important role of contamination as a strong
selective force is also obvious from the bacterial
community composition in terms of specific OTUs
detected. In Zone 1, known key degraders of BTEX,
i.e. representatives of the taxa of Geobacter spp. (TRF 130 bp), Desulfobulbaceae (T-RF 159 bp), and
Desulfosporosinus spp. (T-RF 228 bp), that have been
identified in previous studies at this site (Winderl et
al. 2008, Anneser et al. 2010, Pilloni et al. 2011, 2012,
Larentis et al. 2013) were most abundant. Moreover,
their relative abundance did not differ significantly
between TQ and mica (Fig. 3). Specific BTEX
degraders (T-RFs 130 and 228) were not detected in
Zones 2 and 3. The BTEX thus contribute to the
assembly of bacterial communities, being a priority
OC and energy source. However, the fact that other
OTUs, abundant in Zones 2 and 3, are absent in Zone
1, e.g. T-RF 488, may also point at BTEX being a toxicant to many microbes (Sikkema et al. 1995, Isken &
de Bont 1998). A similar conclusion is drawn by
Rizoulis et al. (2013), who studied microbial communities in a phenol-contaminated sandstone aquifer.
In conclusion, our study underlines the overwhelming role of aromatic petroleum hydrocarbons, which
are prominent pollutants in groundwater ecosystems,
in shaping sediment bacterial communities. Organic
contamination with the very mobile BTEX, as present
in Zone 1, was shown to superimpose the selective
power of sediment properties such as mineral composition and surface roughness that were frequently
shown to significantly influence colonization, establishment, and composition of attached microbial
communities. However, with the more immobile and
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adsorbed PAHs, contaminating Zone 2, sediment
properties came indirectly into play because surface
roughness and sediment coating are linked to OC
content, which itself is linked to sorption capacity.
There is a strong indication that PAHs mainly
adsorbed to sediment fractions other than the TQ are
responsible for the tremendous differences in sediment community composition found in Zone 2. The
most pronounced direct influence of sediment properties on attached bacterial community composition
was revealed in Zone 3, where the organic contamination was minor.
This study has provided a better understanding of
factors driving the assembly of sessile microbial communities in a tar oil contaminated porous sandy
aquifer, revealing pronounced phylogenetic differences within sediment bacterial communities with
respect to mineralogy and contaminant load. Without
doubt, only a small selection of environmental
parameters have been tested, while others, such as
biological factors, i.e. top-down control on bacterial
communities via protozoan grazing and viral lysis
(Šimek et al. 2003, Kent et al. 2007, Salcher et al.
2005, Wey et al. 2008), await evaluation. Also, the
temporal dynamics of sediment bacterial communities caused by the continuous exchange of cells
between the water and sediment phase need to be
tested (Zhou et al. 2012, Hug et al. 2015). Another
point of interest refers to ecological theory with
respect to microbial community assembly at a local
and regional scale (Lindström & Langenheder 2012).
A highly contaminated zone within an aquifer characterized by highly specific microbial communities,
as introduced in the present study, constitutes a continuous source of species and specific functions to
downgradient environmental compartments including surface waters and soils (Hug et al. 2015).
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